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Summary. Static and dynamic problems for a linear thermoelastic hemitropic Cosserat's conti-
nuum are discussed. In the static case, particular solutions of the governing equations and genera-
lized Maysel's formulae are obtained. Also, mean strain and mean stress values are given. The
dynamic equations of the theory are reduced to that involving simple wave operators or integro-
differential operators.

1. Introduction. The linear theory of asymmetric elasticity for a solid without
central symmetry (hemitropic) was developed by Aero and Kuvshinskii in [1] and
[2]. Next, it was generalized to coupled thermoelasticity by Nowacki in [3], and
particular thermoelastic problems were solved by Lenz in [4] and [5]. In the present
article we discuss a number of general static and dynamic problems for the theory
given in [1-3] assuming that the body is isotropic and homogeneous. Therefore,
we assume that external load and heat supply fields produce the thermoelastic
deformation described by an ordered array (u, tp, 0) in which u and tp denote the
displacement vector and the rotation vector, respectively, and 9 stands for the tem-
perature. The state of strain is represented by the two asymmetric tensors: the strain
tensor yJL and the curvature-twist tensor Kn related to u and <p by

(1 • 1) fix = » / , j - 6«( <Pk , Kji -<Pt,3-

The state of stress is described by the two asymmetric tensors: the force stress tensor
Gji and the couple stress tensor /xit, The state of stress and the entropy function
S are related to the state of strain and the temperature 6 through the constitutive
equations (see [3])

(1.2) <Tji

(1.3) Mji = (y + e) KJt + ( y -e ) KU + (fckk-£0) du + (x + v) yjt + (x - v) yu + Kykk 5U,

(1.4) S=r!ykk + tKkk + ~ e , 6 = T~T0.

Here //, X, a, /?, y, s, v, X, K stand for material constants describing elastic pro-
perties of the solid, while 7/ and £ represent both elastic and thermal properties.
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Moreover, ce is the specific heat, T denotes the absolute temperature and To is
the temperature of a natural state.

If we substitute aJt and nn from (1.2) and (1.3) into the equations of motion

(1.5) on> j + Xi =pul, sUk oJk + fljttJ+Yi =Jyi

and S from (1.4) into the entropy balance law

(1.6) TS=-di\q+W,

where q is given by the Fourier law

(1.7) q=-£grad6»

and if we take into account the definitions of the strain tensors (1.1) we arrive at
a complete set of equations of the coupled thermoelastic hemitropic micropolar
theory

(1.8) [H2 u + ( ! + ,«-a) grad div u + 2oc rot <p +

+ (X+v) V2 <P + (X + K-V) graddiv

(1.9) •4.<P + (/?+y — 8) grad div «p + 2oc rot u+4vrot <p +

+ (x+v) V2 u + Of+K-V) grad div u + Y=C grad Q,

(1.10) £>0->/divii-Cdiv<i> = -*F o >

where the following notations are used

1 W
( 2 d

•to

Here W is the quantity of heat generated in a unit volume and unit time, k is the
coefficient of heat conduction and q denotes the flux of heat vector. Moreover,
X and Y denote the body force vector and the body couple vector, respectively.
For V = / = A : = C = 0 the system of Eqs. (1.8)—(1.10) reduces to that of the isotropic
micropolar thermoelasticity with central symmetry (see [6]).

2. Steady state problems of thermoelasticity. As a starting point we assume the
equilibrium equations in terms of the displacements and rotations. Equating the
time derivatives in Eqs. (1.8)—(1.9) to zero and letting X=Y=0, we obtain

(2.1) (A + a ) V 2 U + (A+^-<X) grad div u +2a rot

+ (X+v) V2
 <P + (K+X~V) grad div tp=^ grad 6,

(2.2) [(y + e) V2 - 4 a ] «p + (/?+ y—e) grad div tp + 2a rot u +

V2
 U + (K+X—V) grad divu + 4vrot <p'=C grad 0.
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The temperature 6 in (2.1) and (2.2) is to be treated as a known function that satis-
fies the heat conduction equation

(2.3) kV28=-W

subject to given boundary condition.

We look for a solution of Eqs. (2.1—(2.2) in the form

(2.4) u = u ' + u " , cp = c

where (u', cp') given by

(2.5) u' = gradcP, cp'=grad/"

is a particular solution of (2.1)—(2.2), while (u", cp") stands for a general solution
of these equations with 0=0. Substituting (2.5) into (2.1)-(2.2) we conclude that
(u'( tp') in a particular solution if <5 and F meet the following equations

(2.6) (A + 2fi) V2 0 + (;c + 2%) V 2 r = >70,

(2.7) KP+2y) V 2 -4a] F+(K + 2X) V2 <£ =

Elimination of V2 <£ from (2.6), (2.7) leads to

(2.8) (V2-w2)r=T<9,

where

o > , t

Therefore, the function F satisfies equation of the Helmholtz type. If we introduce
2X + K

the new function <$° = &+-—-—F, then Eq. (2.6) takes the form
A\2fi

(2.9)

which is the same as for a solid with central symmetry. Therefore, the thermoelastic
potential cP for a hemitropic solid is a sum of the potential 3>° for a body with central

X +
symmetry and the function —:—-—F.

A-\- ZjJ.
The solution of Eqs. (2.8)-(2.9) for an infinite space takes the form:

(2.10)
T r

An J R(x,x')
B

where i? = |x -x ' | .
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The potential <P° and F generate the force stresses a'u and the couple stresses
fi'u according to (1.1)—(1.3):

/ff1) (riJ~sIJrkk)+2o,EklJrk,

(2.12) M'jt = 2X(0°u-5l} <Z>,°U.) + 2(y-Xr,) ( r u - 6U r kk) + 2veklJ F

For a micropolar solid with central symmetry j = v = 7c=C = 0, which implies F=0.
Therefore, in this case (2.11) reduces to a formula involving only 4>°, while (2.12)
reads /j.tJ=Q.

Now we are to present a method of solving Eqs. (2.1)-(2.2) for a bounded simply
connected body B when the portion of its boundary (say 83^ is clamped and the
remaining part (say dB2) is free from stresses: 8B=SBlu8B2. Assume also that
a steady temperature field is the only cause producing deformation of the solid.
Thus we have

j5f, = 7,=0, 8=0 on B,
(2.13)

WJ = ^ I = 0 on 8B\\ p(=W7j=0 on 8B2.
To find the displacement u (x) and rotation cp (x) we use the reciprocity theorem
(see [3])

(2.14) j (X, u'l+Y,y'l)dv + f (p,u't+m,q>'l)da + [ (tj div u' + Cdiv <p') 6dv =
B SB B

— j (X'i ift + Y\ <pt) dv+ J (p[ iit + m'i (»,) da+ J (r/ div u + f div <p) 8' dv,

in which (//„ <ph 9) is to comply with (2.13), while (% (p\, 8') meets the conditions

'^S.jdix-x'), y( '=0, 0'=0 on B,

u[ = <p'i—0 on 8Bi, /7('=n7j'=O on 8Bn.
(2.15)

It follows from (2.15) that the state with primes is produced by a unit concentrated
force applied at the point x ' and directed along the axis Xj when the body is subject
to isothermal conditions and the same boundary data as for (u, <p, 0).

Substituting (2.13) and (2.15) into (2.14) we obtain

(2-16) ^ uj(x')= f (fjyM+CKtf) 0(x) dV(x).
B

Here u'l=U^l)(x, x'), p| = ̂ p}(x, x') are the Green functions obeying (2.15) and
/** —uk,k> Kkk ~vk,k-

If the state (»,', q>\, 9') in (2.14) is to satisfy the conditions

Z; = 0, 7;=<5;,(53(x-x')5 B'=0 on B,

w,' = (»;=0 on BBy, />,'=/n,'=0 on SB2

a combination of (2.13) and (2.17) leads to

(2-18) g>j (xO = / Ori>£?+C*S2) 9dV(x).
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Here u[ = Of (x, x'), ^ = $f (x, x') are the Green functions subject to (2.17) and

"•kk '

The formulae (2.16) and (2.18) constitute generalization of Maysel's theorem,
valid for Hooke's solid, to the hemitropic micropolar theory.

Let us discuss some simple states of deformation.
A. Suppose B is clamped over its entire boundary dB and the deformation is

due to a constant temperature field. Therefore, we have

Xi — Y,=Q), #=const on B,
(2.19)

wi = ^jJ=cp on 8B,

which implies that the system (2.1)-(2.2) reduces to a homogeneous system of
equations. The homogeneous equations together with the zero boundary conditions
lead to

(2.20) Ui = (pi=Q on B,

which, in turn, implies

(2.21) y J (=K j l=o on B.

Therefore, the constitutive relations and (2.21) yield

(2.22) oji=-n$u 9, Mtj = ~tfu B>

i.e. for a clamped solid subject to a constant temperature the stress tensors are
symmetric and take constant values.

B. Let B be simply connected and free from stresses over its entire boundary
dB. We look for such a temperature field 6 (x) that produces no stresses inside B.

To find an answer, we write the constitutive Eqs. (1.2)-(1.3) in an alternative
form

where

(2.23)' y°jt=at9dl}, K%=btB5u,

au b, are constants, and y'n and Kn are linear functions of the stress tensors. Since
yn and KJt meet the compatibility conditions [8]

(2.24) ««*«.»-*»+*« * * - 0 .

and by the hypothesis ]/.,=/Cj.£=0 on B, Eqs. (2.23)-(2.24) imply

0 , •r 0 f\
EJI'l / " , h ~ Kij "+" °ij Kkk ~ U '

which can be satisfied by a given 6 (x) if and only if 0—0. Therefore, for a body
which is free from stresses on the boundary the only free stress state is a natural
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state. This implies that a hemitropic solid is subject to a more stringent con-
dition than corresponding Hooke's model or Cosserat's medium with central
symmetry.

3. Mean strain and mean stress. The mean values of the strains and stresses
on B are defined by the formulae

(3.1) C?j,,Kjltffjt, A H ) = - 7 F \ (fj» KJt, (fji, M]i)dv, V~ {dv.

Taking into account the definitions of yn and KH (see (1.1)), we obtain

1 C l C
(3.2) yJt = — I iii rij da - ekJi <pk, KJ; = — J e>, n} da,

dB SB

which implies that
\ r If dv(B)

(3.3) %k = — J uk nk da= — j uk>k dv = — — ,
clB B

1 r l r
(3-4) Rto~-y J Vk'hda = -y J Pk.udv,

cB B

where 8v{B) is the volume change.

, A. Assume that the boundary of B is clamped. Since ui = (pi=Q on 8B, (3.2)
and (3.3) imply

(3.5) lji = ~skji<Pk, K/i-0, 5v(B)=0.

The mean values of stresses corresponding to the case are obtained from the consti-
tutive relations (1.2)-(1.3):

(3.6) SjiB--2«ek/lVk-nStjS, pJi = ~2vskJi(pk-C5ijB.

B. Assume that the body is free in the sense that the body forces and the body
couples vanish (Xi = Yt=0) and the boundary 8B is free from stresses (pi=mi=0).
If we multiply the equilibrium equations

(3-7) 0j

by Xj and integrate the result over B, we obtain

(3.8) j Pi xj da+ J Xt Xj dv = J an dv,
BBBB

(3.9) J nit Xj da+ J Yt x3 dv + e,pk J apk Xj dv = J jxJt dv.
SB B B B

Since the body is free, (3.8) and (3.9) imply

1 r
(31°) o-j.=0, t-hi = 'yStpk J a*<xJdv>
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and

(3.H) ffw-0, /Z.,*0.

Contraction of the constitutive Eqs. (1.2)-(1.3) together with the mean value ope-
ration lead to

where

K-X + -J

solving Eqs. (3.12) with respect to fjj and K]}, and taking into account (3.11), we
obtain

(3.13) yjj=3 (t)K'-(G1) 9-G' pjj, KJJ=3 (£L'-TJG')B +L' jljj,

or

>-finG'V,

J <Pk>k ch = 3(£L'-T]G') J Odv+L' fijj V,
B a

where the following notations are used

L „ , G K
r- 3(KL~GZ)' 3(KL-G2)' 3(KL-G2) '

Therefore, for a free solid the volume change depends not only on the mean tempe-
rature but also on the mean value of the couple stresses.

4. Dynamic problems of thermoelasticity.' The dynamic equations of our theory
(see (1.8)—(1.10)) are mutually coupled'and not easy for an analytical treatment.
To discuss general properties of these equations we assume the following decompo-
sition formulae for u, cp, X and Y:

(4.1) u=grad<£ + r o t ¥ , <p=grad T + r o t H , div ¥ = d i v H = 0 ,

(4.2) X=/?(grad5 + r o t / ) , Y =/ (grad a + rot rj), div X = div Y)=0.

Substituting (4.1) and (4.2) into (1.8)-(1.10), we conclude that (1.8)-(1.10>are sa-
tisfied if the scalar functions c£ and F meet

(4.3)

(4.4) (K+2X) V2 ^ + D 3 r-C6+Ja=0,

(4.5) DO-tjW2 <£-CV2 / • = - WQ

and the vector functions *F and H satisfy

(4.6)

(4.7)
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where

D i = a + 2//) V2-p82, D3=(/?+2y) V2-4a-J8f.

Note that Eqs. (4.6)-(4.7) are independent of the temperature field. They represent
a motion of transverse waves: the function T characterizes the transverse displace-
ments and H describes the transverse microrotation.

On the other hand, Eqs. (4.3)-(4.5) do depend on the temperature. From now
on we concentrate on a discussion of Eqs. (4.3)-(4.5) when the solid is unbounded
and waves are produced by the source functions 3, a, Wo and initial disturbances
of <Z>, r, 0.

Eqs. (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) represent, in this order, the longitudinal displacement
wave, the longitudinal microrotation wave and the thermal wave. Since these three
types of waves are mutually coupled they propagate with the same phase velocity.

Elimination of 0 from Eqs. (4.3)-(4.5) yields

(4.8) (Di D-if 8, V2)

(4.9) V 2 ^ 0 + ( D 3 O - C 2 dt V2)r=-

where
T0D-(o0 kV2-(ceco0

Eqs. (4.8)—(4.9) constitute a complex hyperbolic-parabolic system of equations.
For x=zK=C = O this system reduces to that of the classical thermoelasticity [9]

(4.10) (niD-r;2dt V
2)$=-nW0-pD$.

Consider now the homogeneous system associated with (4.3)-(4.5). The heat
conduction equation (4.5) takes the form

(4.11) DB = V2(fji> + (r).

If the RHS of (4.11) is treated as a known source function, and if G (x, x', /) is the
Green function satisfying the parabolic equation

(4.12) DG(x,x',t)=S(x-x')S(t)

in an infinite space subject to homogeneous initial conditions and the regularity
condition: G—>-0 as i?-nx>, a solution of (4.11) is represented by

(4.13) O(x',t)= f dr f
0 B

where

{ . ) G{_x,x,t) - g ^ ( ^ ) 3 / 2 e 4«, * - |x x I, « fc .

Substituting 0 from (4.13) into (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain two integro-differential
equations for the functions & and F.
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It is shown in the classical thermoelasticity [9] that the term 77 div u has small
influence on u and 0. If we neglect the terms 77 div u and f div (j> in the present theory,
(4.5) reduces to

(4.15) DG=-W0.

Let 6 be a solution of (4.15). Substituting this solution into (4.4) and (4.5) and
eliminating F or 0, we obtain (5=cr = 0):

(4.16) (Di D 3 - « 2 V2 V2) <2>=07D3-CV2) 9,

or

(4.17) (Di n3-co2 v2 v2)r=(cni-nv2) 0,
respectively.

A discussion of monochromatic plane waves satisfying (4.16) or (4.17) shows
that in this case both waves 0 and F are dispersed but not attenuated.
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K. n . HoBauKH, B. HoBauKH, HeKOTopue npoSjieMbi reMHTpomioro MmcponoJiHpnoro

e. B paSoTe o6cy>KAeHO tfecKOJiibKO craijHOHapHbix H flHHaiuHMecKHX EonpocoB, HCXOAH
H3 ypaBHeHHH noJiH )xs\a TepMoynpyroro, jiHHettHoro H reMHTpormoro KOHTHHyyina KoccepaTOB.
AaHH oco6we HHTerpajiti CTauHOHapHwx ypaBHeHHH, ypaBHeHwH TepMoynpyrocTH, a
o6o6meHHbie B3opbi MaBcejis. flaHbi cpeflroie 3HaueHH5i fle^opMaijHH H HanpaweHHfl.
flHHaMH4ecK0ft TepMoynpyrocTK CBefleHbr K npocTHM BOJIHOBWM ypaBHeiauiM H K HHTerpajihHo-


